**MAP/DIRECTIONS to ZACA LAKE**

**GATE CODE = 1975**

• **FROM ISLA VISTA/GOLETA:**
  - 101 south
  - **exit** STATE ST, toward CA-154
  - **LEFT** onto STATE ST
  - **RIGHT** onto SAN MARCOS PASS RD/CA-154
  - continue on 154
  - **RIGHT** on FOXEN CANYON RD. (~4 mi)
  - **RIGHT** on ZACA STATION RD. (~3.5 mi)
  - Stonewall entrance on the **RIGHT**
  - Gate Code = 1975. Please be sure to lock gate!

• **FROM LOS ANGELES:**
  - 101 north
  - **exit** STATE ST, CA-154/Cachuma Lake
  - **LEFT** onto STATE ST
  - **RIGHT** onto SAN MARCOS PASS RD/CA-154
  - continue on 154
  - **RIGHT** on FOXEN CANYON RD. (~4 mi)
  - **RIGHT** on ZACA STATION RD. (~3.5 mi)
  - Stonewall entrance on the **RIGHT**
  - Gate Code = 1975. Please be sure to lock gate!

• **FROM San Francisco:**
  - 101 south, appx. 300 miles.
  - **exit** CA-154 toward LOS OLIVOS / CACHUMA LAKE / ZACA STATION RD.
  - **LEFT** onto Zaca Station Rd. (~8 mi)
  - Stonewall entrance on the **RIGHT**
  - Gate Code = 1975. Please be sure to lock gate!

**VERY IMPORTANT**

1. Be VERY CAREFUL of cows on the road.
2. Speed limit **MUST NOT EXCEED 20 mph** before the lake & **5 mph** around the lake.
3. There are 5 streams you will drive through—drive **SLOWLY** with caution.
4. Please leave windows up, doors locked & no food in the car due to bears.

Please Register at the Lodge before finding your camping/cabin
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